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Summary
The test section of the NASA Lewis 9- by 15-Foot Low
Speed Wind Tunnel was acoustically treated to allow the
measurement, under simulated free-field conditions, of acoustic
sources within the tunnel test section. The treatment was
designed to absorb sound at frequencies above 250 Hz and
to withstand tunnel airflow velocities up to Mach 0.2. Nominal
treatment depth was 34.4 cm; however, small regions of the
treatment were made shallower to accommodate tunnel struc-
tural members. Evaluation tests with no tunnel airflow were
conducted in the test section to assess the performance of the
installed treatment. The low-speed airflows during test section
operation would not significantly affect the results from the static
acoustic evaluation measurements. Thus, these results were
representative of the acoustic treatment performance at Mach
0.2. Evaluation tests included using time-delay spectrometry
(TDS) to measure the effects of early and late reflections on
the measurement of the incident signal and using decay with
distance measurements to determine the extent of the acoustic
free field. The early reflections were those that arrived at a
microphone in the test section after reflecting off the treated
and untreated surfaces in the test section. The late reflections
were those that arrived at a microphone after leaving the test
section, reflecting off some part of the tunnel structure upstream
or downstream of the test section, and returning to the test
section. Decay with distance measurements were performed
with both broadband and pure-tone noise sources.
The early reflections (from within the test section) created
interference patterns in the frequency response of the incident
signal from the acoustic source. The interference ripple about
the incident signal for five measurement setups varied on
average from 1.7 to 3.2 dB wide from minimum to maximum
level for measurements over a 500- to 5150-Hz frequency
range. Using time-delay spectrometry, the early reflections
were identified as coming from specific locations on the
treatment, and their effects depended on the behavior of the
treatment at those locations. Late reflections, from upstream
and downstream of the test section, were insignificant for
measurements at a microphone well within the test section;
especially if the frequency resolution of the acoustic analysis
is greater than 10 Hz. For acoustic sources with low directivity
characteristics, decay with distance measurements in the test
section show that incident free-field behavior can be measured
on average with an accuracy of + 1.5 dB or better at source
frequencies from 400 Hz to 10 kHz. The free-field variations
are typically much smaller with an omnidirectional source.
Introduction
The acoustic characteristics of wind tunnel test sections are
an important consideration in the measurement of model
aircraft propulsion system noise. Under simulated flight con-
ditions, it is desirable to measure the acoustic field magnitude
and directivity to characterize the noise source fully. This is
not possible if acoustic reflections from the wind tunnel walls
interfere with the direct sound from the test model. The
solution for reducing interfering reflections has been to line
the test section walls with an acoustic material that absorbs
the incident sound waves and minimizes the level of any
reflections.
The NASA Lewis 9- by 15-Foot Low-Speed Wind Tunnel
was designed for determining the aerodynamic performance
of aircraft propulsion systems and components at both takeoff
and approach conditions. Since community noise is an impor-
tant consideration during takeoff and approach, the wind tunnel
test section was lined with acoustic material which permitted
the measurement of the acoustic characteristics of propulsion
systems at these conditions. The tunnel test section was
originally lined with 3.8-cm-thick fiberglass acoustic material
to allow for the measurement of the directivity of the inlet noise
from turbofan engines (ref. 1). The lining was designed to
reduce acoustic reflections above frequencies of 1000 Hz.
When interest was renewed in high-speed turboprop propulsion
systems and new-general aviation propellers, it became
necessary to redesign the acoustic treatment of the tunnel test
section in order to accommodate the lower frequency noise
generated by the propellers. The treatment design goals were
to improve the treatment absorption coefficients at low
frequencies to 0.97 or higher and to reduce reflections so that
measurements could be made in the test section at frequencies
above 250 Hz. To meet this goal, the treatment depth was
increased, where possible, from 3.8 to 34.4 cm, and the
fiberglass was replaced with a bulk fibrous material that could
withstand the environmental conditions in the test section
without breaking down and dispersing into the flow. This
design was developed with the aid of both an analytical bulk-
absorber treatment model (to predict treatment impedances and
absorption coefficients) and low-frequency absorption meas-
urements of treatment samples (ref. 2). To verify that the
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Figure l.--Design of NASA Lewis anechoic wind tunnel.
treatment design goals were achieved, the impedances and the
absorption coefficients of the treatment were measured after
the treatment was installed in the test section. The results
presented in reference 3 showed that the installed acoustic
treatment had absorption coefficients greater than 0.95 over
the frequency range from 250 Hz to 4 kHz. These results were
in good agreement with the predictions from the analytical
model. What remained, however, was the measurement of the
acoustic field characteristics of the treated test section, which
is the subject of this report.
Acoustically treated wind tunnel test sections are commonly
evaluated to assess the performance of the installed treatment.
The data from such tests typically include measurements of
the extent of the acoustic free field from a noise source (refs. 1
and 4 to 8) (also commonly called the decay of sound with
distance from the source), the reverberation time (refs. 1, 5,
and 7), the levels of the first early reflections from the treated
test section walls (refs. 7 to 9), and measurements of a
calibrated source in the test section (refs. 4 and 10). The
acoustical evaluation of the tunnel test section involved
measurements of the extent of the acoustic free field (from
both broadband and pure-tone acoustic sources) and of the
levels of the first early reflections; however, no measurements
were made of the reverberation time nor were measurements
taken using a calibrated source. The measurement of rever-
beration time requires that the sound field be statistically well-
mixed, a condition that does not exist in the 9- by 15-ft test
section, an open-ended test section with highly absorbent walls.
In addition to early reflections, measurements were made of
possible late reflections that may enter the test section due to
sound from a source in the test section reflecting off a tunnel
structure upstream or downstream of the test section.
After the test section and treatment are described, the first set
of measurements which acoustically evaluate the test section
for the effects of early and late reflections are discussed. This
is followed by a summary of the results of the acoustic eval-
uation using steady acoustic sources and using measurements
of the decay of sound with distance from the source. In appen-
dixes A to C, detailed results are given of the measurements.
Description of Test Section and
Acoustic Treatment
The test section of the 9- by 15-Foot Low-Speed Wind
Tunnel is located in the low-speed return leg of the 8- by 6-Foot
Supersonic Wind Tunnel (fig. i(a)). The test section is 2.74-m
high by 4.58-m wide by 8.75-m long. The airflow through the
test section has a nominal maximum Mach number of 0.2. Four
horizontal bleed slots, 10.1 cm wide, extend along each
vertical wall for the full length of the test section. Further
details on the tunnel may be found in reference 11.
Sectional views of the test section with treatment are shown
in figure l(b). The floor and ceiling are completely treated
except where model supports would protrude through the
treatment. For the walls additional treatment is located behind
the bleed slots in order to reduce reflections from sound
entering the slots from the test section.
The acoustic treatment consists of boxes with perforated-
plate facing to hold the acoustic bulk-absorber material, called
Kevlar. A typical example is shown in figure 2. The boxes
were designed to fit among, and be supported by, the structural
beams of the wind tunnel. Consequently, the boxes near
structural beams were shallower than 34.4 cm. Approximately
95 percent of the thin treatment had a depth of 5.1 cm. The
remaining thin treatment boxes had customized depths to
enable the boxes to fit among the structural beams. For the
typical full depth of 34.4 cm, the treatment consisted of two
layers of bulk absorber, each 17.2 cm thick. As can be seen
in figure 2, the structure of the treatment from the front facing
to the hard metal backing was (1) perforated facing plate,
(2) 20-mesh screen (l.3-mm center-to-center wire spacing),
(3) first layer of bulk absorber (nominal bulk density,
6.4 kg/m3), (4) perforated separator plate, and (5) a second
layer of bulk absorber (nominal bulk density, 17.7 kg/m3).
The facing and the separator plates were 0.16 cm thick and
were perforated with 0.32-cm-diameter holes creating an open
area of 40 percent. The front perforated plate was backed by
a 20-mesh screen, used as an additional measure to prevent
any fibers from the bulk absorber from getting into the flow
stream. A varnish spray was used to attach the screen to the
first sheet of bulk-absorber material. For acoustic boxes near
structural beams, the treatment was less deep than the 17.2 cm
of the first bulk-absorber layer but of the same nominal bulk
density. The example box in figure 2 shows the 5. l-cm depth
treatment at both ends of the box. Finally, tube spacers with
tie bolts were passed through the treatment (1) to add structural
support, (2) to help keep the bulk-absorber material from
sagging, and (3) to keep the separator plate in place (fig. 2).
Acoustic Evaluation--Early and
Late Reflections
The acoustical evaluation of the tunnel test section was
conducted with no airflow through the test section. As stated
previously, the test section was designed to accommodate an
airflow of Mach 0.2. Airflows of this amount, or less, would
not significantly affect the results of the static acoustic eval-
uation measurements taken here. However, the airflow would
increase the background noise that a microphone would measure
in the test section. This is a separate limitation on the ability
to measure a low level acoustic source in the test section in
addition to the effects of reflections off wind tunnel surfaces.
The acoustic source for these measurements was a low-
frequency acoustic driver with and without an attached
exponential horn. The driver had a usable frequency response
from 150 Hz to about 7 kHz. The exit of the driver and the
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Figure 2.--Typical acoustic treatment box for the 9- by 15-Foot Wind Tunnel test section.
throat of the exponential horn had a diameter of 8.1 cm. The
horn mouth, or exit, was 17.8- by 17.8-cm square. The sound
produced by this source was measured with a 0.64-cm-
diameter condenser microphone.
Measurement Technique
The first set of evaluation measurements was conducted to
determine the effects of early and late reflections on the
measurement of the incident signal from an acoustic source
in the test section. The early reflections were those that arrived
at a microphone in the test section after reflecting off the treated
and untreated surfaces in the test section. The late reflections
were those that arrived at a microphone after leaving the test
section, reflecting off some part of the tunnel structure
upstream or downstream of the test section, and returning to
the test section. The measurements of the effects of early and
late reflections were made using time-delay spectrometry (TDS),
a swept frequency technique that allowed the measurements
to be made in both the time and frequency domains.
The fundamental concepts of TDS are shown in figure 3.
Based on the work of Heyser (ref. 12), TDS uses a linear,
swept-frequency sine wave to excite the system under test.
The source signal illustrated in figure 3(a) is for a sweep from
a higher frequency to a lower frequency. Figure 3(b) shows the
idealized instantaneous frequency plot for this time signal. The
plot represents a single frequency spike moving with time
across the frequency spectrum at a constant sweep rate S (in
hertz per second). (Symbols are defined in appendix E.) When
the sweep signal is applied to the system with the geometry
schematically shown in the figure, it travels simultaneously
through each of the paths to the receiver. Because each path
length is different and assuming a constant propagation velocity
c, the signals arrive at different times. If the incident path i is
used as a reference, then each reflected path signal arrives
at a time Adij/c later than the incident signal, where Adij is
the path length difference between the incident path i and the
particular reflected pathj. In essence, TDS converts these time
delays into frequency shifts, as shown in figure 3(c), for the
receiver signal. For instance, by the time the first reflected signal
arrives, the incident signal has shifted by an amount Af/l =
SAdil/c. This frequency shift allows us to apply a tracking
filter that moves with the desired signal at the same sweep
rate. The bandwidth B of the tracking filter is set such that
the desired signal (or signals) is measured and the effects of
all the other signals are eliminated. Figure 3(d) shows an
example in which a tracking filter (represented by the dashed
lines) is applied to the incident signal and all the reflected
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Figure 3.--Fundamental concepts of time delay spectrometry.
signals are suppressed. For this case the output of the tracking
filter is the frequency response (magnitude and phase) of the
source with frequency resolution Af = S/B (fig. 3(e)).
In addition to the frequency response, TDS can provide the
time domain response for the system shown in figure 3. The
instantaneous system time response is represented by figure 3(c).
If this signal is multiplied by the source signal (fig. 3(b)) at
every instant of the sweep, then we get a set of signals at every
instant that looks like figure 3(c), where, in each set, the spikes
are stationary in time with some amplitude and phase. (This
signal processing is called heterodyning or mixing.) The
amplitude of the average of these sets of signals over the entire
sweep is the time domain response of the system.
In measuring the effects of reflections, TDS used the
tracking filter to create a time window through which only
certain parts of the acoustic signal in the test section were
measured. By using a small time window centered at the time
of arrival of the incident signal from the source, the incident
signal was measured, and all the reflections were filtered out
of the measurement. This simulated the measurement of an
acoustic source under anechoic conditions. By gradually
opening up the time window, the effects of early reflections
were detected in the measurement• The major effect of the
reflections was to create an interference pattern in the
frequency domain measurement due to positive and negative
reinforcements of the reflections on the incident signal at the
microphone. The deviations from the incident signal level were
then a measure of the ability of the treatment to reduce the
levels of reflections.
Effects of Early Reflections
Seven measurement setups were used to determine the
effects of early reflections in the test section. The first two
were used to make measurements in the center of the test
section. Figure 4 schematically shows measurement setup 1.
The acoustic source on the floor of the test section was aimed
at the ceiling, with the microphone near the center of the test
section. In measurement setup 2 (fig. 5) the acoustic source
was located near one wall and aimed at the opposite wall. The
microphone was, again, located near the center of the test
section. The remaining five measurement setups were designed
to simulate the effects of early reflections during typical
sideline measurements of an acoustic source in the test section,
such as a high-speed propeller (refs. 13 and 14). Figures 6
to 8 show measurement setups 3 to 5, where the line through
the source and the microphone is 30 °, 90 °, and 135 °, respec-
tively, from the direction of airflow. In setups 3 and 5 the
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acoustic driver had a horn attached to it, and the axis of the
horn was pointed at the microphone. Measurement setups 6
and 7 (figs. 9 and 10) were designed for off-axis measure-
ments, with the axis of the horn pointed 30* toward the
sidewall from the line through the driver and the microphone.
Table I summarizes the locations of both the microphone and
the acoustic source in each setup with respect to the axes shown
in figure 11. The angle between the axis of the acoustic source
and the direction of airflow is also shown for each setup in
the table. It should be noted that the angle in setup 1 is in a
plane parallel to the xy-plane shown in figure 11 and that all
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Figure 9,--Top view of measurement setup 6.
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the remaining setups have angles in the horizontal plane,
parallel to the xz-plane. The location of the acoustic source
was identified as the center of the exit opening from which
the sound emanated.
The frequency range for the early reflection measurements
was from 150 to 5150 Hz. This 5-kHz range was adequate
to cover the frequencies of interest for a high-speed propeller
sound source (refs. 13 and 14) that the test section treatment
was designed to absorb. The sweep rate S for these
measurements was chosen to be 200 Hz/sec by trial and error,
based on how clearly the early reflections were identifiable.
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Figure I l.--Perspeclive viev, of treated test section showing axes used Io
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The measured effects of early reflections in each setup are
shown in figures 12 to 18. Each figure consists of a time
domain plot and a frequency domain plot. The time domain
plots show the magnitude of the acoustic energy that arrives
at the microphone at a certain time after leaving the source.
This energy magnitude is an integrated result over the
frequency range of the TDS sweep. Typically, the energy
magnitude versus time plots show a large incident signal that
arrives at the microphone after traveling over the direct path
between the acoustic source and the microphone. The incident
signal is followed in time by lower level signals that traveled
longer paths to get to the microphone. Most of these signal
paths include the effects of one or more reflections off surfaces
in the test section. Forexample, the incident path i and a
reflected path r are drawn in each of the setups shown in
figures 4 to 10. The reflected path was determined by the
method of images. The path direct from the image source to
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Figure 15.--Early reflection effects measured in setup 4.
the microphone intersects the reflecting surface, thus deter-
mining the point of reflection for the shown reflected path r
on the reflecting surface. The resulting energy magnitudes of
the signals that traveled over those paths are labeled on the
time domain plots of figures 12 to 18.
The frequency domain plots were obtained in the manner
described in relation to figure 3(e) (p. 5). The tracking filter
was centered on the incident signal, and the filter bandwidth,
B, was set to 1 Hz. Half the tracking filter bandwidth is shown
on the time domain plots in figures 12 to 18 to indicate the
amount of time signal included in the frequency spectrum. The
resulting time window was 0.005 sec wide, and the spectrum
frequency resolution was 200 Hz. For this case the frequency
spectrum, labeled with the tracking filter bandwidth B equal
to 1 Hz, is the frequency response of the acoustic source as
if it was measured under anechoic conditions. To allow the
effects of early reflections to enter the measurement, the
tracking filter bandwidth was increased to 10 Hz. With the
filter still centered on the incident signal, the time window
was now 0.05 sec wide, and the spectrum frequency resolution
was 20 Hz. The resulting frequency spectra, this time labeled
with B equal to 10 Hz, show interference patterns represented
by notches spaced at frequency intervals of Afn t = 1/(tr -- ti).
The notches become more prominent as the level of the
reflection increases.
The frequency spectra are the results obtained after one TDS
sweep. No averaging was done during or after the meas-
urement to reduce incoherent noise or randomness in the
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Figure 17.--Early reflection effects measured in setup 6.
frequency spectra. It is anticipated that sufficient averaging
would reduce slightly the measured level of the interference
pattern. With that in mind, the results for the effects of early
reflections were summarized (see table II).
Using the geometry of the setups, the major reflection signals
and reflecting surfaces were identified on the time domain
plots. In some cases, reflections from the floor and ceiling
were not separately identifiable. This is noted in the table. The
change in energy magnitude was determined between the
reflected signals and the incident signal. These results were
then corrected for spherical spreading using the equation
shown in table II. For most of the cases where the major axis
of the acoustic source is pointed at the microphone (setups
1 to 5), the tunnel treated surfaces provided 15 to 19 dB of
total attenuation over the frequency range from 150 to 5150 Hz
as shown in the column labeled AdBcor_ in table II. The first
major reflected signal in setup 4, which was from the source
nearest to and pointed directly at a wall, was only attenuated
10 dB by the wall treatment. Time-delay spectrometry had
been used previously to measure the absorptive properties of
localized areas of the absorbing treatment (ref. 3). In the same
manner, TDS was used to identify the reflected signal in setup
4 as coming from an area with a thin layer of absorbing
treatment.
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Figure 18.--Early reflection effects measured in setup 7.
The arrival times for the incident and reflected signals were
used to identify the interference patterns in the frequency
spectra measured using the 10-Hz tracking filter. The
difference between a local maximum level and a local min-
imum level (in terms of decibels) of the interference pattern
ripple was determined at various locations on the frequency
spectra. No data were used below 500 Hz because of the rapid
decrease in the frequency spectrum. Those difference values
above 500 Hz were averaged to obtain an average value for
the interference ripple. The results are listed in table II as an
indicator of the effects of early reflections. For setups 1 to
5, the interference ripple about the incident signal varied on
average from 1.7 to 3.2 dB wide from minimum to maximum
level over the frequency range of 500 to 5150 Hz. Recall that
10
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for these setups the major axis of the acoustic source was
pointed at the microphone. For setups 6 and 7, the source was
pointed away from the microphone and toward the wall (figs. 9
and 10). The major axis of the source almost points along the
wall reflection path. This increases the level of the reflected
signal relative to the incident signal because of the directivity
pattern of the acoustic source. The interference ripple is larger
in these cases than for the on-axis cases, with standard
deviations half the size of the average interference ripple.
Effects of Late Reflections
Nine measurement setups were used to determine the effects
of late reflections in the test section. Figure 19(a) shows setup
8 where the microphone is located at the start of the test section
and the acoustic source is near the center of the test section
with the horn pointed upstream at the microphone. After this
setup, the microphone was moved to the center of the test
section, and the acoustic source was moved back towards the
end of the test section as shown in figure 19(b) for setup 9.
These two setups were repeated in the downstream direction.
Setup 10 is shown in figure 20(a), where the microphone is
located near the end of the test section, and figure 20(b) shows
setup 11, where the microphone is near the center of the test
section. The remaining five setups for determining the effects
of late reflections were setups 1 to 5 described previously.
The locations of the acoustic source and the microphone for
these four additional setups are also listed in table I.
In order to measure the effects of late reflections using TDS,
the time window must be large enough to include these late
reflections. The time w!ndow Tis equal to nat = n/F, where
F is the frequency range of the TDS sweep and n is an integer.
Thus, F must be small for T to be large when n is fixed. A
frequency sweep over range F of 500 Hz provided a
sufficiently large time window (T = 0.8 sec) that all major
late reflections were included in the measurements. The maxi-
mum signal path length associated with this time window
was then about 275 m. A consequence of this small F was
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Figure 20,--Top views of measurement setups for downstream late reflections,
that a large frequency range had to be covered in increments
of 500 Hz. Since most of the effects of late reflections were
in the lower frequencies, the time domain measurements were
made in nine 500-Hz increments covering the frequency range
from 200 to 4250 Hz.
The frequency domain measurements were made of the
"incident" signal and the incident plus late reflected signals
in the same manner as was done for early reflections. Setting
the sweep rate S to 100 Hz/sec and the tracking filter bandwidth
B to 2 Hz provided a time window Tequal to 0.02 sec through
which to measure the incident signal. It is clear from the early
reflection results that this 0.02-sec window means that this
incident signal includes the effects of early reflections. Figures
12 to 18 all show that the most prominent early reflections
arrive at the microphone less than 0.02 sec after the incident
signal. Thus, the late reflections are an additional interference
effect on the incident signal, on top of the early reflections,
which in this measurement are part of the incident signal. Now,
to include the late reflections in the frequency domain
measurements, both S and B were adjusted to make T large,
where T-- B/S. The settings S = 5 Hz/sec and B = 2.2 Hz
gave T as 0.45 sec.
Setup 8, shown in figure 19(a), was designed to measure
the acoustic reflections from tunnel structures upstream of the
test section as they enter the test section. The most prominent
structure upstream of the test section is the wind tunnel cooler,
or heat exchanger (see fig. 1). It is located approximately
32.8 m from the start of the test section. The time domain
results for setup 8 show a relatively large reflection, labeled
"2" in figure 21, at about the time expected for a reflection
to return from the cooler. Note that the incident signal is a
large spike, at the left hand side of the time plot, which includes
the unresolved early reflections. When the upstream reflection
gets into the center of the test section (setup 9, fig. 19(b)), it
is diminished in amplitude, as shown in figure 22. The fre-
quency domain plots are shown for these two cases in
figures 23 and 24 for the incident and the incident-plus-
reflected signals in selected 500-Hz frequency bands centered
at 450 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, and 4 kHz. The larger reflected
signal at the start of the test section causes a larger interference
ripple in the frequency response (up to 10.8 dB in fig. 23)
than what is measured at the center of the test section (fig. 24).
An identical set of measurements was made in the down-
stream direction using setups 10 and 11. The main structural
features downstream of the test section (fig. l(a)) are (1) the
point where the diffuser dumps into the back leg of the wind
tunnel 20.7 m from the end of the test section, (2) the point
where the inside of the corner begins before the air dryer
54.9 m from the end of the test section, and (3) the wall at
the outer corner of the turn before the air dryer 76.2 m from
the end of the test section. Reflections from these locations
are identified in figure 25, the time domain plots for the signals
entering the test section from reflections downstream. Clearly,
the reflections begin at the point of discontinuity between the
end of the diffuser and the wind tunnel outer structural shell.
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Figure 21.--Time domain measurements in 500 Hz intervals of late reflections from upstream of test section using setup 8.
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Figure 22.--Time domain measurements in 500 Hz intervals of late reflections from upstream of test section using setup 9.
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Figure 23.--Frequency domain measurements in selected 500-Hz intervals
of late reflections from upstream of test section using setup 8.
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Figure 24.--Frequency domain measurements in selected 500-Hz intervals
of late reflections from upstream of test section using setup 9.
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Figure 25.--Time domain measurements in 500 Hz intervals of late reflections from downstream of test section using setup I0.
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Figure 26.--Time domain measurements in 500 Hz intervals of late reflections from downstream of test section using setup 11.
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Figure 27.--Frequency domain measurements in selected 500 Hz intervals
of late reflections from downstream of test section using setup 10.
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Figure 28.--Frequency domain measurements in selected 500-Hz intervals
of late reflections from downstream of test section using setup 1 I.
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Figure 29.--Time domain measurements in 500-Hz intervals of late reflections using setup l.
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Figure 30.--Time domain measurements in 500 Hz intervals of late reflections using setup 2.
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Figure 3l.--Time domain measurements in selected 500 Hz intervals of late reflections from upstream of test section using setup 3.
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Figure 32.--Time domain measurements in selected 500 Hz intervals of late reflections using setup 4.
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Figure 33.--Time domain measurements in selected 500 Hz intervals of late reflections using setup 5.
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Infigure26,thesereflectionsstandouta littlemoreclearly
at thecenterof thetestsection,sinceotherreflectedor
scatteredsignalshavebeenattenuatedby thetreatment.
Selectedfrequencyresponseplotsareshownin figures27
and28.Theinterferencerippleattheendof thetestsection
is up to 6.2 dB, notashighastheupstreamreflected
interferenceripple.
The effects of late reflection were also measured using setups
1 to 5 (previously shown in figs. 4 to 8). The time domain
plots are shown for all five setups in figures 29 to 33. The
setups with the microphone nearer the center of the test section
(setups 1, 2, and 4) have late reflections (figs. 29, 30, and
32) from both upstream and downstream. Setup 3 (fig. 31),
which has the microphone in a typical upstream sideline
position, has mostly reflections from upstream of the test
section. In a typical downstream sideline position, setup 5 has
reflections coming from downstream (fig. 33), In all these
cases, the late reflection energy peaks are small and, especially
lbr the typical sideline measurement setups 3 to 5, about 30 dB
less than the incident energy signal. The frequency response
plots show this low level of late reflected energy as the amount
of interference ripple in the incident-plus-reflection measure-
merits. Figures 34 to 36 show selected frequency response plots
for sideline setups 3 to 5. The maximum interference ripple
for late reflections is about 2 dB and, as can be seen in the
figures, the average ripple would be much less since on most
of the plots, the ripple is barely detectable even with the
expanded y-scale. Finally, the effects of late reflections for
all the measurement setups used are given in table III in terms
of the maximum interference ripple in each of four selected
frequency ranges. The results indicate that the late reflections
will interfere within about a 2-dB range of the incident signal
for measurements of the incident signal away from the ends
of the treated test section. The average effect of late reflections
will be discussed later. Setups 8 and 10 in the table show large
interference ripple effects since in both of these setups the
microphone is located near the start or the exit of the test
section.
Acoustic Evaluation--Decay With Distance
The second set of acoustic evaluations measured the extent
of the acoustic free field for an acoustic source in the test
section. The decay of sound with distance was measured for
different steady acoustic sources along horizontal radial lines
from the source and at various angles to the direction of airflow
in the test section, as schematically shown in figure 37. These
horizontal lines are labeled 30 °. 45 °, 60 °, 75 °. 90 °. 105 °
and 135 ° for the angle that the line makes with the direction
of airflow. A microphone was traversed along these lines to
measure the sound field. Using an acoustic driver connected
to a horn with directional characteristics, measurements of the
decay of sound away from the source were made both on and
off the major axis of the source. For on-axis measurements,
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Figure 34.--Frequency domain measurements in selected 500 H., inter,,als
of late reflections using setup 3.
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Figure 35.--Frequency domain measurements in selected 500 Hz intervals
of late reflections using setup 4.
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Figure 36.--Frequency domain measurements in selected 500 Hz intervals
of late reflections using setup 5.
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TABI.E IlL--SUMMARY OF I.ATE REFLECTION EFFECTS
Maximum mea_,ured inlerference ripple in given frequency range,
20 log (real levelhnin, level). ,dB. at--
200 700 Hz 750 1250 Hz 1750-2250 H.." 3750-4.250 Hz
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Figure 37.--Schematic showing source and traverse locations E_r decay with
distance measurements.
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Figure 39.--Close-up view of acoustic driver with horn and microphone
mountings for decay with distance measurements.
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Figure 40.--Air source consisting of crossing jets used as broadband omni-
directional source for deca) v,,ith distance measurements.
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Figure 4 l.--Omnidirectional characteristics of air source measured at radius
45.7 cm from source center in the horizontal plane,
the axis of the acoustic horn was pointed along the line
traversed by the microphone. Figure 38 shows an example
schematic drawing of an off-axis measurement where the horn
is pointing 30* towards the wall from the measurement line,
which is 30 ° to the flow direction. A closeup of this acoustic
source and the microphone mounted on the traversing cable
are shown in figure 39. Both pure tones and white noise were
used as acoustic signals. In addition, an air source consisting
of crossing jets (fig. 40) was used as a broadband,
omnidirectional source (ref. 15). The 2.54-cm diameter jets
were designed for a peak frequency of about 2500 Hz.
Measurements taken 45.7 cm from the center of this air source
confirmed the omnidirectional characteristics in the horizontal
plane (fig. 41). For all the decay with distance measurements,
the acoustic source was located at the same position as listed
for setup 3 in table I.
With the steady acoustic source in continuous operation, the
microphone measured data at fixed positions along the
traversing cable from a point near the source to a point near
the wall. The measured levels for either one-third-octave band
analysis of the broadband noise or pure tones at each position
were converted to decibels and plotted versus the common
logarithm of the distance from the source to the microphone.
All the plots of the decay with distance data are given in
appendixes A, B, and C. Ideally, in an acoustic free field, the
acoustic level should decrease 6 dB for a factor of 2 increase
in the distance between the source and the microphone (a 6-dB
decay of sound per doubling of the distance). In general, the
data show that the free-field behavior extends to at least the
sideline position shown in figure 37 and that, in most instances,
the free-field behavior extended 20 percent farther along the
radius of the traverse. Beyond this point and closer to the wall,
reflections off the wall more strongly influence the measure-
ment. Excluding data near the source and near the wall, where
near the wall is defined as those locations farther than 1.2 times
the sideline location along the radial traverse line, the data
were compared with this ideal characteristic decay line. The
maximum deviations of the data from a 6-dB decay line fitted
to the data in a least-squares error sense were determined and
tabulated in table IV for the broadband omnidirectional source
(air source), table V for the broadband directional acoustic
source, and in table VI for the pure-tone directional source.
Table IV shows the maximum deviations from the free-field
6-dB decay line for data measured from the broadband
omnidirectional source (appendix A). The data were measured
along traverses at eight angles (see fig. 37) and analyzed into
13 one-third-octave bands. For the 400-Hz one-third-octave
band and higher, the maximum deviations were no greater than
4-2 dB from the ideal 6-dB decay line. The two lowest one-
third-octave bands had slightly larger deviations. These results
are reflected in the summary statistics shown at the bottom
of the table. The average deviation from the ideal 6-dB decay
line over all frequency bands and angles was 4- 1.1 dB. When
the two lowest bands were deleted from the average, the
average deviation reduced to 4- 1.0 dB.
TABLE IV.--MEASURED FREE-FIEI.I) MAXI.VIt/M DEVIATIONS FROM A 6-dlr3 DECAY LINE FOR A BROADBAND OMNIDIRECTIONAL ACOUSTIC SOURCE
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TABLE V MEASUREI) FREE FIE[.I) MAXIMUM I)EVIAIIONS FROM A 6-rib DECAY LINE FOR A BROADBAND DIREUTIONAL ACOUSTIC SOURCE
Angle
.... - ] - I i,i 1,7I I 400 8no ] i200 ] 250 , 5c_ 32oo 4(_} _ _,300 _c_)0
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TABLE VI.--MEASURED FREE-FIELD MAXIMUM DEVIATIONS FROM A
6 dB DECAY LINE FOR A PURE-TONE DIRECTIONAL ACOUSTIC SOURCE
i Angle I Frequency, Hz
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When the broadband acoustic source has directional charac-
teristics, the maximum deviations (as shown in table V) get
typically larger than the maximum deviations for the omni-
directional source. The on-axis measurements (appendix B,
fig. 43) were made with the source pointed in the direction
of the traverse. The off-axis measurements (appendix B,
fig. 44) were made with the source pointed 30* toward the
wall from the line of the traverse. In general, the off-axis data
for the broadband directional source had maximum deviations
11, 1 4 I0, IO
09, - 1,9 20, -2.3
1.1. -I,3 1.7, -1.2
1.1. -0.8 1,6, -I,0
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08, 0 8
(18, 0 9
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16. 1.2
1.4. 17
16. - 18
1.5, -2.2
1.0. - 15
16, -I 9
that were no larger than the on-axis data. This is clearly seen
in the summary statistics given in table V. Again, the two
lowest one-third-octave bands had the largest maximum
deviations and the average deviation was reduced when these
values were deleted from the average. Combining both on-
and off-axis average deviations for the 400-Hz frequency band
and above, the average deviation from the 6-dB decay line
for the broadband acoustic source was then about + 1.4 dB.
Using a pure-tone source restricts the results to a single
frequency. This tends to excite a standing wave in the test
section, which more prominently displays the reinforcement
and cancellation effects from reflections. As a consequence,
larger variations in the acoustic field are measurable. The
maximum deviations from the ideal 6-dB decay line for five
frequencies are shown in table VI for the data in appendix C,
(fig. 45). These pure-tone deviation values are, indeed,
typically larger than the previous broadband deviation values,
and the summary statistics reflect this trend, also. Part of the
reason for this situation lies in the choice of the sideline
location (fig. 37). This sideline location was a common
reference in all the decay with distance data, and the maximum
deviations were determined after excluding the data from
locations 20 percent beyond the sideline location as described
previously. In general, then, the result of using this common
sideline location is that this location was too close to the wall
for acoustic free-field measurement of the pure-tone source.
This is especially evident in the 1-, 2-, and 4-kHz data shown
in figures 45(c) to (e). If the sideline location was moved closer
to the source, then, in general, the maximum deviations would
have been less and free-field measurements of the pure-tone
source could be made at these three higher frequencies within
the same accuracy as the broadband data.
Discussion
In general, many measurements could be made to acous-
tically evaluate the tunnel test section. Some measurements
may be better suited to determining the acoustical charac-
teristics of the test section for a particular model test than other
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typesof measurements.Thesuitabilityofthemeasurements
dependsonsuchtestparametersa sourcetype,microphone
placements,treatmentconfiguration(someboxesmaybe
replacedbyasolidpanelforsometests),testmodelplacement
andsize,andsolidsurfacesontestmodelandmodelsupport
structures.A userofthetestsectionmustbeawareof these
conditionswhentakingacousticalmeasurements.Theresults
presentedhereareforanemptytestsectionwherethesize
of theacousticsourceisrelativelysmallcomparedwiththe
sizeofthetestsectionandwherethemicrophonemounting
hardwareisminimal.Further,tosatisfytheoriginalmotivation
for installingthis treatment,hetunneltestsectionwas
evaluatedforturbopropacousticmeasurements(refs.13and
14).Thus,sourceandmicrophoneplacementstendedtobe
similartothoseusedforturbopropmeasurements,andmost
of thedataweretakenatfrequenciesbelow5 kHz.
Givenallthedatafromthetwotypesofmeasurement(time
delayspectrometryanalysisof earlyandlatereflectionsand
steadydecaywithdistancemeasurements),howdoall the
resultscompare?
Earlyreflectionresultshowedinterferenceripplesdueto
reflectionsinmeasurementsof heincidentsignalthatvaried
onaveragefrom 1.7to 3.2dBfromtheminimumto the
maximumof theinterferencepattern.Thesemeasurements
weremadeatindividuallocationswithinthetestsectionand,
ineachcase,themajoraxisofthesourcewaspointedatthose
measurementlocations.
Next,theeffectof latereflectionswasmeasuredtohave,
atmost,a2-dBinterferencerippleand,atmostfrequencies,
muchlessthana2-dBinterferencerippleontheincidentsignal
inadditiontotheinterferenceduetoearlyreflections.This
resultassumedthatthemicrophonepositionwasawayfrom
theendsofthetestsection.Anymicrophonelocationbetween
thetestsectionaxialpositionsgivenforsetups3and5(tableI)
wouldbeawayfromtheendsofthetestsection.It shouldbe
notedthatit tookafinefrequencyresolution(2.2Hz)todetect
latereflectioni terference.Alsonotethatacousticdatataken
in thetestsectionduringaparticularmodeltestaretypically
spectrumanalyzedwithfrequencyresolutionsgreaterthan
2.2Hz.If thefrequencyresolutionisgreaterthanabout10Hz,
thenit isdoubtfulthattheselowlevelatereflectionswould
beresolvedashavinganyeffectonincidentsignalmeasure-
mentstakenwellwithinthetestsection.
Becauselatereflectionsarenotaproblemformeasurements
withinthetestsection,thedecaywithdistancer sultshow
theeffectsof reflectionsfromwithinthetestsection(early
reflections)only.Theseresultsarespatialwavepatternsthat
varyaboutheideal6-dBdecayline.Usingthesamedirec-
tionalacousticsourceaswasusedfor theearlyreflection
measurements,thespatialwavepatternsaverageda 3-dB
variationfrom minimumto maximumlevel, or about
+ 1.5 dB, about the ideal 6-dB decay line. This result was
an average from both on- and off-axis measurements for one-
third-octave band analysis of broadband noise at 400 Hz and
higher, and at 1,2, and 4 kHz when the source used pure tones
and was measured on-axis. An omnidirectional source had
typically less variation in the spatial wave pattern. Recall that
the early reflection interference ripple result was determined
from averages over frequency at specific locations within the
test section. Whereas the decay with distance result was, in
essence, determined from averaging over both space and
frequency. Thus, the decay with distance value represents how
well the test section simulates an acoustic free field within the
spatial region of measurement. Specific locations within this
region will be slightly more or less than this 3-dB variation,
as can be determined from the early reflection results and the
decay with distance data plots.
Now that we have considered the measured characteristics
of the acoustic field in the test section, we can determine if
they are consistent with what would be expected for the
acoustic field characteristics based on the impedance and
absorption coefficient measurements (ref. 3) of the installed
treatment in the tunnel test section. It is these absorptive
characteristics of the treatment that determine the early
reflection interference pattern and the decay with distance
variations. Reference 3 states that the measured absorption
coefficient for the full depth treatment was greater than 0.95
over the frequency range 250 to 4 kHz. This was the frequency
range where the treatment had high absorption. Reference 3
included data at higher frequencies, where absorption was less
than 0.95, and we must use these data since this paper reports
results of acoustic field measurements to 10 kHz. The absorp-
tion coefficient in reference 3 was shown to be decreasing
above 4 kHz until at 10 kHz the absorption coefficient was
about 0.8. Since the average acoustic free-field variations
become larger when the treatment absorption coefficient is
lower, we will use the 0.8 value for the absorption coefficient
for a worst-case example of the effects of reflections off the
treatment on the acoustic free field. First, let a plane wave
reflect off the treatment. The resulting spatial standing-wave
pattern associated with this plane wave would be 8.4 dB from
minimum to maximum level. Next, if spherical spreading were
included, the standing-wave pattern would be less than this
value because of the path length difference between incident
and reflected waves. However, this result depends on the
position of the microphone within the acoustic field in the test
section. We examine two setups: (1) the 30 ° setup (fig. 6)
and (2) the 90 ° setup (fig. 7). The resulting spatial standing
wave, including spherical spreading, at these locations are
(1) 4.3 dB and (2) 2.4 dB, respectively. As the absorption
coefficient increases toward 1.0, both of these standing-wave
values will decrease. Thus, for a relatively compact acoustic
source with low directivity characteristics, an average variation
of 3 dB in the acoustic free field is within expectation, given
that we are including a frequency range from 250 Hz to 10
kHz and that the treatment absorption coefficient is greater
than 0.8 over that range.
If the source is highly directional, there may be source-
microphone configurations where the lower level incident
signal is contaminated by a large reflection. This was shown
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in some of the early reflection results (see, for example,
fig. 17). However, this problem did not show up in the steady
decay with distance measurements. The TDS measurements
did a good job identifying reflections, the general locations
of the reflection points, and their apparent effects in a narrow
time window using a directional source activated by a sweeping
pure tone. But those measurements may not be a good indicator
of results for a broadband source analyzed in one-third-octave
bands (Or perhaps one-third-octave band analysis hides the
effects of reflections that may appear in a narrow band
analysis). The off-axis pure-tone results (table VI) show some
wider variations in the decay with distance data than the off-
axis results for a broadband source (table V). Thus, measure-
ments made off-axis from the major lobe of a source directivity
pattern should be analyzed for reflections, perhaps cepstrum
analysis may be useful for broadband sources (refs. 16 and 17).
The general result of the acoustic evaluation reported herein
is that the reflections off the treatment were reduced enough
that simulated flee-field measurements of an acoustic source
were possible over the frequency range 400 Hz to 10 kHz and
within a typical accuracy of 4- 1.5 dB of only the incident
signal. If the source is not highly directional, then the free-
field variations are typically much smaller. The data also show
that the choice of measurement location is a factor in the
accuracy of free-field measurements. Even though this tunnel
treatment was designed for the measurement of lower fre-
quency acoustic sources, it is sometimes desirable to measure
sources with higher frequency content. To extrapolate these
results higher than I0 kHz, the effects of atmospheric
absorption have to be considered. A brief discussion of these
effects and how they may affect the results of acoustic
measurements in the test section is given in appendix D.
measurement setups varied on average from 1.7 to 3.2 dB wide
from minimum to maximum level for on-axis measurements
over the frequency range from 500 to 5150 Hz. These effects
were measured using time delay spectrometry, which can
identify the location on the treatment that reflected the
measured reflected signals. As a consequence, the early
reflection results depend on the local behavior of the surface
at the points of reflection of the incident acoustic wave.
2. Late reflections from upstream and downstream of the
test section due to a source in the test section come from two
dominant points: (a) the wind tunnel cooler upstream of the
test section, (b) the diffuser discontinuity downstream of the
test section.
3. Late reflections are insignificant for acoustic meas-
urements taken within the test section between axial locations
of about 3 to 7 m from the start of the test section if the
frequency resolution of the measurement is greater than 10 Hz.
4. Decay with distance measurements in the test section for
an acoustic source with low directivity characteristics show
that free-field data can be measured on average with an
accuracy of 4- 1.5 dB or better. This result was an average
from both on- and off-axis measurements for l/3-octave band
analysis of broadband noise at 400 Hz and higher, and at 1,
2, and 4 kHz when the source used pure tones and was
measured on-axis. An omnidirectional source had typically less
variation in the spatial wave pattern. Specific locations within
the region where decay with distance measurements were made
may have slightly more or less than this variation as can be
determined from the early reflection results and the decay with
distance data plots.
Conclusions
1. The effect of early reflections from within the test section
was to create interference patterns in the incident signal. The
interference ripple about the incident signal for five
Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Cleveland, Ohio, July 23, 1991
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Appendix AMDecay with Distance Data
for Broadband Omnidirectional Source
Figure 42 shows the measured decay with distance for the
broadband omnidirectional source (air source) shown in figure
40. Each plot shows measurements along the eight radial
microphone traverse lines (fig. 37), for a single l/3-octave
band. The sideline markers in each figure represent the sideline
positions for each angle as shown in figure 37. The data were
compared with the 6-dB decay line and the deviations from
this line are listed in table IV.
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Figure 42.--Measured decay with distance from a broadband omnidirectional source.
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Figure 42.--Continued.
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Appendix B--Decay with Distance Data
for Broadband Directional Source
Figure 43 shows the measured decay with distance for the
broadband directional source (Fig. 39) when the measurements
were taken along each of the eight radial microphone traverse
lines shown in figure 37 and the axis of the source was pointed
along the microphone traverse line. Each plot of figure 43
shows measurements at eight angles for a single octave band.
Decay with distance measurements off the major axis of the
source are shown in figure 44, where comparisons with on-
axis measurements are also shown. An off-axis measurement
setup is illustrated in figure 38. The angle label for each data
line in the plots refers to the direction of the microphone
traverse line. For off-axis measurements, the angle of the
source axis is given in the figure sublegends. The sideline
markers in each plot represent the sideline positions for each
angle as shown in figure 37. The data were compared with
the 6-dB decay line, and the deviations from this line are listed
in table V.
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Figure 43.--Measured decay with distance on-axis from a broadband directional source,
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Figure 44.--Measured decay with distance from a broadband directional source; comparison between on- and off-axis measurements. Angle of source major
axis for off-axis measurements: 30, source 60; 60, source 90; 135, source 105.
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Appendix CmDecay with Distance Data
for Pure-Tone Directional Source
Decay with distance measurements on and off the major axis
are shown in figure 45 for the directional source excited by
pure tones. The methodology of taking the on- and off-axis
measurements with pure tones is the same as that described
for broadband noise in appendix B. Each plot compares the
data at a single frequency. The sideline markers in each plot
represent the sideline positions for each angle as shown in
figure 37. The data were compared with the 6-dB decay line
and the deviations from this line are listed in table VI.
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Figure 45.--Measured decay with distance from a pure-tone directional source; comparison between on- and off-axis measurements. Angle of source major
axis for off-axis measurements: 30, source 60; 60, source 90; 135, source 105.
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Appendix D--Effects of Atmospheric
Absorption at High Frequencies
The effects of atmospheric absorption become important at
high frequencies and/or large distances. For lower frequency
sound sources in the tunnel test section, such as the turboprop
models (refs. 13 and 14), these effects were not important.
Since the test section evaluation measurements were designed
with these lower frequency sources in mind and since the
frequencies were less than 10 kHz and the distances were on
the order of a few meters, the data in this study were not
affected by atmospheric absorption. However, more recent
measurements have been made in the tunnel test section where
frequencies above 10 kHz are important (ref. 18). Without
making test section evaluation measurements at higher fre-
quencies, we can note what effects atmospheric absorption may
have on acoustic measurements in the test section.
There is a standard method for the calculation of atmospheric
absorption (ref. 19). A summary of the calculation method
is given by Shields and Bass (ref. 20) along with a method
for calculating the effects of atmospheric absorption in
fractional-octave bands. Bass et al. have since modified the
atmospheric absorption calculations with better expressions
for the vibrational relaxation times of oxygen and nitrogen
(ref. 21). (It should be noted that eq. (5) in ref. 21 is incorrect.
It is correctly given in eq. (3.19) of ref. 20.) Given that the
atmospheric absorption of sound is a function of frequency,
distance, relative humidity, ambient temperature, and ambient
pressure, a complete survey of all these parameters was not
possible. Calculations were conducted for a select number of
1/3-octave bands, according to the procedure outlined in
reference 20, for the following parameters: relative humidity,
70 percent; ambient temperature, 293.15 K; and ambient
pressure, 1 atm. In addition, the calculations assumed that the
acoustic power spectral density of the source goes asf m over
any 1/3-octave band where f is the frequency and m is an
integer. We chose m to equal -2 since the source would then
have the high-frequency characteristics of a subsonic jet
(ref. 22). Figure 46 shows decay with distance calculations
with and without the effects of atmospheric absorption in six
one-third-octave bands. The effects of atmospheric absorption
are obvious at the higher frequencies and large distances.
Finally, we can estimate the effects of atmospheric
absorption on high-frequency measurements in the treated
tunnel test section. This analysis also includes the effects of
treatment absorption and the effects of spherical spreading.
The analytical treatment model, given in reference 3, assumes
that the acoustic wavelength is much larger than any of the
physical dimensions of the treatment such as fiber diameter,
perforate hole diameter, perforate hole spacing, and perforated
plate thickness. Thus, there is a limit to which the treatment
model is accurate at high frequencies, and 40 kHz is found
to be marginally within this limit. Reference 3 shows that the
m
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Figure 46.--Decay with distance calculations in selected l/3-octave bands with and without atmospheric absorption.
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treatment model predicts the absorption coefficient to be
decreasing as the frequency approaches 10 kHz. This was
supported by data. The trend continues to 40 kHz.
The incident and reflected acoustic signals, Pi and Pr
respectively, at a microphone located within the test section
are given by
h ejkR i c_aR iPi ------- (1)
Ri
A
Pr = _ Rn ejkRr e-aRt (2)
where A is the amplitude characteristic of the source, R i is
the incident path length, R r iS the reflection path length, R,,
is the normal reflection coefficient, k is the wavenumber
(= 2rf/c), j is (- 1) m, and a is the atmospheric absorption
factor. The reflected signal will interfere with the incident
signal to some level, depending on the amplitude and phase
of the reflected signal relative to the incident signal. This result
will depend on the position where measurements are made
within the test section. An estimate of the possible range of
interference at a particular position is given as
dBinf = 20 log Pmax I _ 20 log Lpi; + ' Pr (3)
I Pmin Pi - Prl
Calculations were made for the 90 ° and the 30 ° sideline
positions indicated in figure 37. The results are shown in
table VII where the relation, Ienl 2 = 1 - o_, was used to
calculate Rn.
For selected individual frequencies from 10 to 40 kHz, table
VII shows the decrease in absorption coefficient, as predicted,
resulting in an increasing interference pattern for the plane
wave. The effect of spherical spreading significantly reduces
the reflection interference at the two sideline measurement
locations. This effect is greatest at 90*. With angles away from
90 ° , the effect of spherical spreading is less along the sideline
since the path length difference between the incident and
reflected signals is decreasing. When atmospheric absorption
is included, it has very little effect at 10 kHz. The atmospheric
absorption increases until, for this case, it tends to balance
out the decrease in wall absorption in the 25- to 40-kHz
frequency range.
In summary, this analysis shows that high-frequency acoustic
measurements, to at least 40 kHz, are possible in the tunnel
treated test section to within the worst-case accuracy given
for lower frequencies in the conclusions of this report.
However, these results for two locations and one atmospheric
condition should not be generally applied to all other possible
measurement conditions in the test section.
Frequency.
,L
kHz
10
15
2(1
25
3(1
35
4o
TABLE VII.--CALCULATED RESUI.TS OF REFLECTION INTERFERENCE
INCLUDING EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION
Normal
absorplion
coel'fi-
cient
(I.91
.81
.69
.58
.48
.40
.33
Plane wave
reflection
inter-
ference,
dBml
dB
5.4
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Relleclion interference
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dB, nI,
dB
Sideline location
90 ° 30 °
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N p/m
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dB,.>
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2.8 5.6
2.7 5.6
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f
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i
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m
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Appendix E--Symbols
acoustic source characteristics parameter
atmospheric absorption factor
measurement tracking filter bandwidth
speed of sound
total attenuation, =dBr -dB,
level of reflection interference in, dB
path length difference between path i and path j
sweep frequency range
frequency
frequency resolution
frequency interval in reflection interference pattern
(table II), Hz
frequency shift between signals i and j
incident signal or incident signal path
(- 1) 1/2 in appendix D
wavenumber
positive or negative integer
positive integer
incident acoustic signal
Pm_ maximum signal level, eq. (3)
Pmin minimum signal level, eq. (3)
pr reflected acoustic signal
R i incident path length
Rn normal reflection coefficient
R_ reflection path length
r reflected signal or reflected signal path
S sweep rate, Hz/sec
T measurement time window
t i time for signal to travel incident path i
t_ time for signal to travel reflected path r
At time resolution
o_ normal absorption coefficient
Subscripts:
i incident signal or incident signal path
r reflected signal or reflected signal path
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